
Three Poems by Leonard Ng 

1 

Jellyfish  

By the breakwater I watched: a pulsing dome  
like a beating heart or a bird’s steady wings,  
barely visible in the lazy brown eddies  
of the current and tide. 

Then lying on the sand, a heap of gelatin  
clear as the back of a wristwatch  
revealing its precise machinery,  
ticking away  
the final fleeting seconds of its life. 

Rolling now and again in the foam, sand-choked.  
Marooned on the drying shore,  
cast up without malice by the waves  
with all the care given to shells or sailors.  
Rocking like an infant in the surf. 

The birds will not eat it  
and the crabs will not come. 
Only the sea will rise  
to take the body back again  
with the next tide,  
without any pomp or solemn procession,  
back again  
into the waters once its home. 

 

2 

Long-tailed parakeets 
 
Low through the evening they come— 
green lallang spears flying  
over trees and rooftops,  
gathering in squeaks and whistles the stories of the day  
to tell to eager children. 
Some magnetism draws them from wherever they are,   
turns them, points them; 
tremulous waves of longing shiver  
through evening’s fading light. 
 
And I too at sunset often encounter   
the comforting shudder of the familiar,  
the hopeful horizons of forgotten childhood, 



the shivering branches of home;  
and my heart also is drawn by some strange volition  
to watch over a future nesting brightly in my arms,  
waiting patiently for life to unfold. 
 
 
Note: Lallang (imperata cylindrica) is a tall grass native to Singapore; when I was a boy it was a common 
children’s pastime to launch lallang blades through the air by artfully tugging on some of the grass fibres. 
	   	  

3 

The dragonfly  

                             flickers.  

The electrical generator of his body  
                                                              is pulsing  
with shock after shock.  
The overwhelming power of a god  
                                      barely contained  
within his brittle shell.  
Lightning ricochets inside him  
                       like a bullet around a steel chamber;  
    the power is demanding an outlet— 
                             it bursts like a firework inside  
                                                       the domes of his eyes,  
                  shivers its wild radiance  
                                               through the veins of his wings.  
He blurs.  
                Dashes himself against the sky,  
striving to return  
                              the thunderbolt to heaven— 
and then the lightning-stroke for which he was made  
               emerges at last  

in the curt shape of death  
          at the end of his mandibles.  
 

 


